Introduction
In this paper we undertake a study of syntactic locality conditions (LCs) within Stablerian minimalist grammars (MGs) (Stabler 1997 (Stabler , 1998 (Stabler , 1999 . We show that the "restrictiveness" of LCs measured in terms of weak generative capacity depends on how they are combined. Thus, standard MGs incorporating just the shortest move condition (SMC) are mildly contextsensitive. Adding the specifier island condition (SPIC) to such grammars either reduces complexity or, interestingly, it increases complexity. This depends on the co-presence or absence of the SMC, respectively. Likewise, the effect of adding the adjunct island condition (AIC) to an extended MG is either trivial (without co-presence of the SMC) or, apparently, crucial in preserving mild context-sensitivity. The point of this exercise is to demonstrate that LCs as such -intuitions to the contrary notwithstanding -are not automatically restrictive where a formal notion of restrictiveness is applied. Independent motivation for our work comes from a recent convergence of two research trends. On the one hand, appeal has been made to the formal complexity of natural languages in work on language evolution (Hauser et al. 2002, PiattelliPalmarini and Uriagereka 2004) and to computational efficiency in mainstream minimalism (Chomsky 2005) . On the other hand, the formally well-understood Stablerian MGs provide enough descriptive flexibility to be taken seriously as a syntactic theory by the working linguist. A more comprehensive study of the complexity of constraint interaction is still outstanding.
Locality Conditions
Generative grammar took one of its more important turns when locality conditions (LCs) were established in work by Ross (1967) and Chomsky (1973, 1977) . As is well-known, this led to a period of intense research into the proper formulation of LCs, as documented in work by Huang (1982) , Chomsky (1986) , Rizzi (1990) , Cinque (1990) , Manzini (1992) , Müller and Sternefeld (1993) , and Szabolcsi and Zwarts (1997) , among others.
Formally LCs can be separated into two types, intervention-based LCs (ILCs) and containment-based LCs (CLCs). ILCs are often characterized in terms of minimality constraints, such as the minimal link, minimal chain, shortest move, or attract closest condition. In the framework of minimalist grammars (MGs) (Stabler 1997 (Stabler , 1999 , which we are adopting in this paper, intervention-based locality is captured by the shortest move condition (SMC). CLCs are often characterized in terms of (generalized) grammatical functions. Familiar conditions define adjunct islands, subject islands, and specifier islands. MGs have integrated versions of a specifier island condition (SPIC) (Stabler 1999) and an adjunct island condition (AIC) (Frey and Gärtner 2002; Gärtner and Michaelis 2003) . In (1) we schematically illustrate the structure of these LC-types. An ILC, (1a), prevents establishing dependencies between constituents α and γ across an intervening β. Intervention is typically defined in terms of c-command or similar notions. A CLC, (1b), on the other hand, prevents establishing dependencies between constituents α and γ into or out of a containing β. Containment is usually defined in terms of dominance.
It is also well-known that LCs have been central in the quest for achieving the "Goals of Generative Linguistic Theory." Thus, consider the following statement by Chomsky (1973, p. 232) :
From the point of view that I adopt here, the fundamental empirical problem of linguistics is to explain how a person can acquire knowledge of language. [...] To approach the fundamental empirical problem, we attempt to restrict the class of potential human languages by setting various conditions on the form and function of grammars.
Quite uncontroversially, LCs have been taken to serve as restrictions in this sense. However, the important underlying notion of restrictiveness is much less easy to pin down in a principled manner. In particular, it is difficult to answer the following two questions in any satisfactory way.
Q1: How do we know that we have restricted the class of potential human languages?
Q2: Could we measure the degree of restriction, and if so, how?
Researchers are fundamentally divided over how to deal with these questions. Currently, at least two major approaches coexist. The first one, which we will call "formalist," is rooted in formal complexity theory as discussed in Chomsky (1956 Chomsky ( , 1959 . The alternative, which we call "cognitivist," is built on the prospects of establishing a theory of "relevant cognitive complexity." For this distinction we rely on Berwick and Weinberg (1982, p. 187) , who emphasized that " [t] here is a distinction to be drawn between relevant cognitive complexity and the mathematical complexity of a language."
Interestingly, Chomsky (1977) may be understood as having sided with the cognitivists, interpreting locality conditions as part of such a theory, as the following quote indicates. 1
Each of these conditions [subjacency, SSC, PIC] may be thought of as a limitation on the scope of the processes of mental computation. (Chomsky 1977, p. 111) Now, a standard criticism raised by formalists against cognitivists concerns the inability of the latter of answering questions Q1 and Q2. In particular, cognitivist notions of restrictiveness have been found inadequate for defining classes of languages. Formalism, on the other hand, is typically criticized especially for employing the measure of weak generative capacity, which, it is felt, requires abstractions too far removed from the grammars found useful by linguists.
However, recent developments, taking their outset from "The Minimalist Program" (Chomsky 1995) have created a situation where formalism and cognitivism have begun to converge on common interests again.
In particular, work on language evolution by, i.a., Hauser et al. (2002) and Piattelli-Palmarini and Uriagereka (2004) has raised the interest of cognitivists in formalist concerns. 2 At the same time, work on minimalist grammars (MGs), as defined by Stabler (1997) , has led to a realignment of "grammars found 'useful' by linguists" and formal complexity theory. MGs are capable of integrating (if needed) mechanisms such as: head movement (Stabler 1997 (Stabler , 2001 , (strict) remnant movement (Stabler 1997 (Stabler , 1999 , affix hopping (Stabler 2001) , adjunction and scrambling (Frey and Gärtner 2002) , and late adjunction and extraposition (Gärtner and Michaelis 2003) .
In addition to this descriptive flexibility, Michaelis (1998 Michaelis ( [2001a ) has shown MGs to provide a mildly context-sensitive grammar (MCSG) formalism in the sense of Joshi (1985) . 3 This class of formalisms, which is shown in Fig. 15 (Appendix C), has repeatedly been argued to be of exactly the right kind when it comes to characterizing the complexity of human languages. MCSGs combine conditions on weak generative capacity with the condition of polynomial time parsability 4 and the so-called constant growth property. Constant growth informally means that "if the strings of a language are arranged in increasing order of length, then two consecutive lengths do not differ in arbitrarily large amounts" (Joshi et al. 1991, p. 32) .
Given the two properties just outlined, MGs are an ideal tool for studying the complexity and/or restrictiveness of LCs. Such a study is what the remainder of this paper is devoted to. Concretely we are going to look at the behavior and interaction of the SMC, the SPIC and the AIC. It will turn out that different LCs have different effects on complexity. The original complexity result has been shown to hold for standard MGs incorporating the SMC. Now, importantly, adding the SPIC to standard MGs has non-monotonic consequences in the sense that whether complexity goes up or down depends on the absence or (co-)presence of the SMC, respectively. Thus, if we interpret (and measure) growing restrictiveness in terms of complexity reduction, we must conclude that adding a constraint like the SPIC as such does not -intuitions to the contrary notwithstanding -lead to more restrictive grammars automatically.
pression of a mere collection of 'interesting' facts which is largely data driven and where every new phenomenon may lead to new (ad hoc) formal devices, often incompatible, and without a measure to compare and/or decide between conflicting analyses meaningfully-in short: As a formal system it looks largely incoherent. [...] In what amounts to just about a U-turn, [in] its latest version, chapter 4 of Chomsky (1995) [...] [c]omplexity considerations are reintroduced into theory formation, and the non-recursiveness assumption is (implicitly) retracted." The trend has gained full momentum in Chomsky's more recent writings, where computational efficiency is counted among the crucial (sub-)factors of language design (Chomsky 2005, p. 6) .
3 See also Michaelis (2001b Michaelis ( , 2005 and references cited therein for further details. 4 This is the dimension that underlies the formal study of island conditions in Berwick (1992) . For psycholinguistic studies, see Pritchett (1992) and Gibson (1991) .
For the AIC, the picture is slightly more complicated. First of all, the AIC only makes sense if (base-)adjunction and adjunction by scrambling/extraposition is added to MGs. Even more specifically, the AIC seems to make a difference if adjunction is allowed to occur countercyclically or late, i.e. if it is allowed to target a non-root constituent. Under these conditions, adding the AIC together with the SMC guarantees that the resulting grammars stay within the class of MCSGs. Without the AIC there are configurations that appear to go beyond that boundary. In MGs without the SMC, on the other hand, it is plausible to assume that the AIC does not change complexity at all, i.e. it is void. Again we can conclude that the restrictiveness of a constraint is not inherently given but depends on the structure it interacts with.
Before we can present these results, we give a brief introduction to standard MGs and the relevant extensions. This will be done in Section 2. Section 3 contains our main results. Section 3.1 illustrates how an MG including the SPIC but without the SMC goes beyond MCSGs. Section 3.2 shows a case where an MG with the SMC but without the AIC appears to lose its status as MCSG. Section 4 is devoted to conclusions and a further outlook. Appendix A provides formal definitions and Appendix B sketches our approach to multiple wh-movement. We show there how to remove a prima facie conflict between this phenomenon and the SMC.
Minimalist Grammars
The objects specified by a minimalist grammar (MG) are so-called minimalist expressions or minimalist trees, which straightforwardly translate into the usual aboreal picture from syntactic theory as depicted in Fig. 1 . 5 A simple expression is given as a list of feature instances (technically: a single-noded tree labeled by that list) to be checked from left to right, where the intervening marker # is used to separate the checked part of feature instances from the non-checked one. A minimalist tree is said to have, or likewise, display feature f if its head-label is of the form α # f α .
Starting from a finite set of simple expressions (the lexicon), minimalist expressions can be built up recursively from others by applying structure building functions. The applications of these functions are triggered by particular instances of syntactic features appearing in the trees to which the functions are applied. After having applied a structure building function, the triggering x , , , y , , , z , , , . . .
Instances of (basic) category features and m-selectors trigger the mergeoperator mapping a pair of trees to a single tree if the selecting tree φ displays m-selector =x and the selected tree χ displays the corresponding category x. χ is selected as a complement in case φ is simple, and as a specifier, otherwise. In both cases, the triggering feature instances get marked as checked in the resulting tree (see Fig. 2 ).
Instances of m-licensors and m-licensees trigger applications of the moveoperator by which-without imposing the shortest move condition (SMC)-a single tree displaying m-licensor +x is mapped to a finite set of trees, consisting of every tree which results from moving a maximal projection displaying the corresponding m-licensee -x into a specifier position. Again the feature instances triggering the application of the operator get marked as checked in the resulting tree (see Fig. 3 ). The tree language of an MG is the set of trees of category c (the root category "complete" or "complementizer") each of which with essentially no unchecked syntactic features left after having been derived from a finite number of (possibly multiple) instances of lexical items by successively applying structure building operators. The string language of an MG is the set of strings each of which resulting from concatenating "left-to-right" the terminal leaf-labels of some tree belonging to the tree language.
Standard MGs usually come with a specific implementation of the shortest move condition (SMC): for each MG there is an absolute (finite) upper bound n on the number of competing, i.e. simultaneously displayed, licensee features triggering an application of the move-operator. In the most radical version we have n = 1. As shown in Fig. 4 , in the standard case this excludes both crossing and nesting dependencies involving multiple licensees of one and the same type. 6 Note also that, in this sense, absence of the SMC (-SMC, for short) means that no absolute upper bound on simultaneously displayed licensee features exists. * * * α α α (Stabler 1997 (Stabler , 1999 The MG-variant proposed by Stabler (1999) also includes an implementation of the specifier island condition (SPIC) which essentially demands that proper extraction from specifiers is blocked (see Fig. 5 ).
Structurally similar to the SPIC, MGs can be endowed with an implementation of the adjunct island condition (AIC) demanding that, if at all, only full adjuncts but none of their proper subparts can extract (see Fig. 6 ).
Talk of adjuncts and the AIC presupposes extending MGs with additional syntactic features and structure building functions. To the list of syntactic (Stabler 1999 Then we introduce an adjoin-operator and extraposition/scramble-operator, which in contrast to the merge-and move-operator do not function as a bilateral checking mechanism but a unilateral one. This implements typepreservingness and iterability of adjunction, as is familiar from categorial grammar.
∧ ∧ ∧ * * * Instances of (basic) category features and a-selectors trigger the adjoinoperator mapping a pair of trees, φ, χ , to a finite set of trees, consisting of every tree which results from adjoining the tree φ if it displays the a-selector ≈x to the tree χ: cyclically in case χ displays the corresponding category x, or acyclically to a maximal projection ψ properly contained in χ in case the head-label of ψ contains a checked instance of the category x. In both cases, the a-selector feature instance triggering the application of the operator gets marked as checked in the resulting tree, while the other head-label of χ, respectively ψ, remains unchanged (cf. 
acyclic/late adjunction (Gärtner and Michaelis 2003) Instances of (basic) categories and s-licensees trigger applications of the scramble-operator which-without imposing the SMC-maps a single tree displaying category x to a finite set of trees, consisting of every tree which results from extraposing/scrambling a maximal projection displaying the corresponding s-licensee ∼x into an adjoined position. Again, only the slicensee feature instance triggering the application of the operator gets marked as checked in the resulting tree, while the corresponding head-label displaying category x remains unchanged (cf. Fig. 8) . 
Locality Conditions and Complexity Results
As indicated in Section 1, our complexity results concern the interaction of locality constraints. In Section 3.1 we look at the interaction of the SPIC and the SMC within standard MGs. In Section 3.2 we introduce MGs with late adjunction and discuss the interaction of the AIC and the SMC within such extended grammars. The MG-diamonds in Fig. 9 provide a systematic picture for our study. The ultimate task is to establish complexity results for each corner and to reflect on their relation. As shown by Kobele and Michaelis (2005) , not only this language, but in fact every language of type 0 can be derived by some MG not fulfilling the SMC but the SPIC for essentially two reasons: a) because of the SPIC,
movement of a constituent α into a specifier position freezes every proper subconstituent β within α, and b) without the SMC, therefore, the complement line of a tree (in terms of the successively embedded complements) can technically be employed as a queue. As is well-known, systems able to simulate queues are able to generate arbitrary type 0-languages.
∧ ∧ ∧
licensee -m "marks" end/start of "outer" cycle "initialize" Starting the "outer" cycle of our example in Fig. 10 , the currently derived tree shows 2 n +1 successively embedded complements on the complement line, all with an unchecked instance of -l, except for the lowest one, which displays -m. (n equals the number of cycles already completed.) The initializing selecting head #.=v.z.-l introduces an additional m-licensee -l to create string a on a cycleless derivation. Going through the cycle provides a successive bottom-to-top "roll-up" of those complements in order to check the displayed features. Thereby, 2 n+1 +1 successively embedded complements on the complement line are created, again all displaying feature -l except for the lowest, which displays feature -m. Leaving the cycle procedure after a cycle has been completed leads to a final checking of the displayed licensees, where for each checked -l an a is introduced in the structure. This is the only way to create a convergent derivation. 7 Fig. 11 shows the result of a cycleless derivation creating string a, and a one-cycle derivation creating string aa. where L 1 L 2 , respectively L 2 L 1 , means "language class L 2 is lower in generative capacity than language class L 1 " while L 1 L 2 , respectively L 2 L 1 , means "language class L 2 is higher in generative capacity than language class L 1 ." Crucially, adding the SPIC can either properly reduce complexity (lower left side) or properly increase complexity (upper right side). What the SPIC does depends on the presence or absence of SMC. Its behavior is thus non-monotonic.
MG -SMC , -SPIC + SMC , -SPIC -SMC , + SPIC + SMC , + SPIC
LCFRS (Michaelis 2005) MIX language ∈ ∈ ∈ ? ⊆ constant growth LCFRS (Michaelis 2001a,c; Harkema 2001) type 0 (Kobele and Michaelis 2005) Figure 12 . MG-diamond -Shortest move (SMC) and specifier islands (SPIC)
The Adjunct Island Condition
In this section we look at MGs with (late) adjunction and scrambling/extraposition and study the effects of imposing the AIC in a situation where the SMC alone appears to be too weak to guarantee mild context-sensitivity. As in Section 3.1, the task is to fill in complexity relations between the corners of our MG-diamond, shown with relevant changes made in Fig. 13 . Late or countercyclic adjunction has already been introduced in Section 2 (cf. Fig. 7) . One of its main linguistic motivations, going back (at least) to Lebeaux (1991) , has to do with the possibility of avoiding standardly predicted but unattested violations of binding principle C. This is done by adjoining a constituent containing an R-expression after the constituent adjoined to has moved out of the c-command domain of a potentially offensive binder for that R-expression. (2) We assume for simplicity that both relative clauses in (3) are extraposed by an application of rightward scrambling and are adjoined to CP. This is very roughly sketched in (4).
This violates the SMC (see above) if α is instantiated as ∼c. However, as sketched in (5), a derivational sequence of (first) extraposition, late adjunction and (second) extraposition voids this problem. The proof that MGs without late adjunction are mildly context-sensitive rests on the technical possibility of removing checked features from the structures. 9 Formally, late adjunction creates a situation where in order to locate the individual adjunction sites, an a priori not bounded amount of (categorial) information has to be stored during a derivation, i.e., adjunction sites have to 9 See Stabler and Keenan (2003) for a reduced MG-format that cashes this out representationally. Chomsky (2005, p. 11) characterizes his ". . . 'no-tampering' condition of efficient computation" in almost the same way. Speaking of "operations forming complex expressions" Chomsky notes that it "sharply reduces computational load" if "what has once been constructed can be 'forgotten' in later computations." Without noting the tension created, Chomsky (2005, p. 12) introduces the "internal Merge" implementation of movement. This operation in fact requires an a priori not bounded amount of structure to remain available for copying and displacement. This undoes the effect of whatever structure may be 'forgotten' otherwise. Introducing the notion of "edge of a phase" (Chomsky 2001) as container for "still active" constituents does not essentially improve the situation, as long as there is no upper bound on the material inside such an edge. As far as we can see, this also negatively affects attempts by Chesi (2004) at providing any "measurable" complexity reductions in terms of phase-based locality. The point made by Berwick (1992) is closely related. Thus, "computational intractability" results if syntactic traces or "variables" are allowed to preserve an arbitrary amount of information (full copying being the extreme case).
be kept accessible. Therefore it is unclear whether, in general, MGs allowing late adjunction still belong to the same complexity class. If, however, the AIC is imposed, we can apply a specific reduction method in proving that for the resulting MGs the old complexity result holds. Under this reduction, however, late adjunction can only be simulated if the adjunct does not properly contain constituents bearing unchecked m-or s-licensees. But, this is exactly the situation where the AIC comes in. From a linguistic point of view it is rather natural to exclude extraction from adjuncts as Huang (1982) argued. This means that the weak generative capacity of MGs with late adjunction and extraposition can be kept within the bounds of standard MGs, i.e. mild context-sensitivity, if the AIC is imposed in addition to the SMC. Fig. 13 summarizes our results for SMC/AIC-interaction. Again, addition of an LC does not automatically restrict the grammar, as the upper right side shows. We conjecture that the AIC is a formal restriction only where it complements the SMC.
Conclusion and Further Outlook
Let us take a step back and summarize what we have found out about LCs within Stablerian MGs. Taking restrictiveness to be defined as weak generative capacity, we have illustrated how imposition of an LC can have either:
(A) restrictive effects, or (B) no restrictive effects, or (C) anti-restrictive effects.
Thus, adding the SPIC to standard MGs raises them to type 0 grammars if the SMC is absent, while together with the SMC it induces a genuine restriction (Section 3.1). Adding the AIC to an MG extended with the operations of late adjunction and extraposition (via rightward scrambling) is without effects unless the SMC is co-present. In the latter case, the AIC guarantees mild context-sensitivity, which the extended MGs without it are likely to go beyond (Section 3.2). We think that these non-monotonic effects of LCs should be of interest to everyone caring about formal (and measurable) notions of restrictiveness. In a nutshell, the message is that "constraints do not always constrain." Our result for MGs without SMC, but obeying the SPIC can be seen in the light of what Rogers (1998, p. 3f) concludes about a famous similar case:
The significance of the [Peters & Ritchie-]results is [...] that, by itself, the hypothesis that natural languages are characterized by Aspects-style TGs [...] has no non-trivial consequences with respect to the class of natural languages.
Equally, by itself, the hypothesis that natural languages are characterized by the said MGs has no non-trivial consequences with respect to the class of natural languages.
As pointed out in Section 1, all of these issues have regained relevance due to the recent emergence of "cognitivist" studies of language evolution (Hauser et al. 2002, Piattelli-Palmarini and Uriagereka 2004 ) that reintroduce notions of classical formal complexity theory. Likewise, Chomskyan minimalism conceives of computational efficiency as contributing to the design factors of language (Chomsky 2005) . This comes at a time where more and more grammar types have begun to converge on the mildly context-sensitive format (Joshi et al. 1991) , Stablerian MGs among them.
There are some obvious ways to pursue the work begun here further. First of all, we have not looked at the interaction of SPIC and AIC. This is particularly relevant for MGs with late adjunction and extraposition for the following reasons. First, it is unclear whether the SPIC should constrain extraposition as much as it would in our current formalization. Secondly, the dynamics of late adjunction call for greater care to be taken in distinguishing static from dynamic formulations of LCs, i.e. LCs that put absolute bans on output structures vs. LCs that constrain individual derivational steps. On a more speculative note, it also remains to be seen whether a different division of labor between competence and performance aspects of grammars, as envisioned by Sternefeld (1998) , could reorganize the (complexity) landscape of grammar formalisms in a fruitful fashion.
Appendix A
Throughout we let ¬Syn and Syn be a finite set of non-syntactic features and a finite set of syntactic features, respectively, in accordance with (F1)-(F3) below. We take Feat to be the set ¬Syn ∪ Syn.
(F1) ¬Syn is disjoint from Syn and partitioned into the sets Phon and Sem, a set of phonetic features and a set semantic features, respectively.
(F2) Syn is partitioned into six sets: 10 10 Elements from Syn will usually be typeset in typewriter font. We use Licensees as a shorthand denoting the set M-Licensees ∪ S-Licensees.
Definition 4.1 An expression (over Feat), also referred to as a minimalist tree (over Feat), is a 6-tuple N τ , * τ , ≺ τ , < τ , label τ obeying (E1)-(E3).
(E1) N τ , * τ , ≺ τ is a finite, binary (ordered) tree defined in the usual sense: N τ is the finite, non-empty set of nodes, and * τ and ≺ τ are the respective binary relations of dominance and precedence on N τ . 11 (E2) < τ ⊆ N τ × N τ is the asymmetric relation of (immediate) projection that holds for any two siblings, i.e., for each x ∈ N τ different from the root of N τ , * τ , ≺ τ either x < τ sibling τ (x) or sibling τ (x) < τ x holds. 12 (E3) label τ is the leaf-labeling function from the set of leaves of N τ , * τ , ≺ τ into Syn * {#}Syn * Phon * Sem * . 13 We take Exp(Feat) to denote the class of all expressions over Feat.
Let τ = N τ , * τ , ≺ τ , < τ , label τ ∈ Exp(Feat). 14 11 Thus, * τ is the reflexive-transitive closure of τ ⊆ N τ × N τ , the relation of immediate dominance on N τ .
12 sibling τ (x) denotes the (unique) sibling of any given x ∈ N τ different from the root of N τ , * τ , ≺ τ . If x < τ y for some x, y ∈ N τ then x is said to (immediately) project over y. 13 For each set M, M * is the Kleene closure of M, including ε, the empty string. For any two sets of strings, M and N, MN is the product of M and N w.r.t. string concatenation. Further, # denotes a new symbol not appearing in Feat.
14 Note that the leaf-labeling function label τ can easily be extended to a total labeling function τ from N τ into Feat * {#}Feat * ∪ {< , >}, where < and > are two new distinct symbols: to each non-leaf x ∈ N τ we can assign a label from {< , >} by τ such that τ (x) = < iff y < τ z for y, z ∈ N τ with x τ y, z, and y ≺ τ z. In this sense a concrete τ ∈ Exp(Feat) is depictable in the way indicated in Fig. 1 .
For each x ∈ N τ , the head of x (in τ), denoted by head τ (x), is the (unique) leaf of τ with x * τ head τ (x) such that each y ∈ N τ on the path from x to head τ (x) with y = x projects over its sibling, i.e. y < τ sibling τ (y). The head of τ is the head of τ's root. τ is said to be a head (or simple) if N τ consists of exactly one node, otherwise τ is said to be a non-head (or complex).
Such a subexpression φ is a maximal projection (in τ) if its root is a node x ∈ N τ such that x is the root of τ, or such that sibling τ (x) < τ x. MaxProj(τ) is the set of maximal projections in τ.
comp τ ⊆ MaxProj(τ) × MaxProj(τ) is the binary relation defined such that for all φ, χ ∈ MaxProj(τ) it holds that φ comp τ χ iff head τ (r φ ) < τ r χ , where r φ and r χ are the roots of φ and χ, respectively. If φ comp τ χ holds for some
is the binary relation defined such that for all φ, χ ∈ MaxProj(τ) it holds that φ spec τ χ iff both r χ = sibling τ (x) and x < τ r χ for some x ∈ N τ with r φ
, where r φ and r χ are the roots of φ and χ, respectively. If φ spec τ χ for some φ, χ ∈ MaxProj(τ) then χ is a specifier of φ (in τ). Spec(τ) is the set {φ | τ spec τ φ}.
A φ ∈ MaxProj(τ) is said to have, or display, (open) feature f if the label assigned to φ's head by label τ is of the form β# f β for some f ∈ Feat and some β, β ∈ Feat * . 15 τ is complete if its head-label is in Syn * {#}{c}Phon * Sem * , and each of its other leaf-labels is in Syn * {#}Phon * Sem * . Hence, a complete expression over Feat is an expression that has category c, and this instance of c is the only instance of a syntactic feature which is preceded by an instance of # within its local leaf-label, i.e. the leaf-label it appears in.
The phonetic yield of τ, denoted by Y Phon (τ), is the string which results from concatenating in "left-to-right-manner" the labels assigned via label τ to the leaves of N τ , * τ , ≺ τ , and replacing all instances of non-phonetic features with the empty string, afterwards.
for which φ and χ are those two subexpressions such that r ψ ψ r φ , r ψ ψ r χ and r φ ≺ ψ r χ , and such that r φ < ψ r χ (respectively r χ < ψ r φ ), where r φ , r χ and r ψ are the roots of φ, χ and ψ, respectively.
For any φ, χ, ψ ∈ Exp(Feat) such that χ is a subexpression of φ, φ{χ/ψ} is the expression which results from substituting ψ for χ in φ.
In the following we write MG as a shorthand for minimalist grammar.
Definition 4.2 An MG without both SMC and SPIC (MG / / /− − −, , ,− − −/ / / ) is a 5-tuple of the form ¬Syn, Syn, Lex, Ω, c where Ω is the operator set consisting of the structure building functions merge / / /− − −/ / / and move / / /− − −, , ,− − −/ / / defined as in (me -SPIC ) and (mo -SMC,-SPIC ) below, respectively, and where Lex is a lexicon (over Feat), a finite set of simple expressions over Feat, and each item τ ∈ Lex is of the form {r τ }, *
The operators from Ω build larger structure from given expressions by succesively checking "from left to right" the instances of syntactic features appearing within the leaf-labels of the expressions involved. The symbol # serves to mark which feature instances have already been checked by the application of some structure building operation.
(me -SPIC ) merge / / /− − −/ / / is a partial mapping from Exp(Feat) × Exp(Feat) into Exp(Feat). For any φ, χ ∈ Exp(Feat), φ, χ is in Dom(merge / / /− − −/ / / ) if for some category x ∈ Base and α, α , β, β ∈ Feat * , conditions (me.i) and (me.ii) are fulfilled: 16 (me.i) the head-label of φ is α#=xα (i.e. φ has m-selector =x), and (me.ii) the head-label of χ is β#xβ (i.e. χ has category x). where φ and χ result from φ and χ, respectively, just by interchanging the instance of # and the instance of the feature directly following the instance of # within the respective head-label (cf. Fig. 2 ).
(ad -AIC ) adjoin / / /− − −/ / / is a partial mapping from Exp(Feat) × Exp(Feat) into the class P fin (Exp(Feat)). A pair φ, χ with φ, χ ∈ Exp(Feat) belongs to Dom(adjoin / / /− − −/ / / ) if for some category x ∈ Base and α, α ∈ Feat * , conditions (ad.i) and (ad.ii) are fulfilled:
(ad.i) the head-label of φ is α#≈xα (i.e. φ has a-selector ≈x), and (ad.ii) there exists some ψ ∈ MaxProj(φ) with head-label of the form β#xβ or βxβ #β for some β, β , β ∈ Feat * Then,
ψ ∈ MaxProj(χ) with head-label β#xβ or βxβ #β for some β, β , β ∈ Feat *    , where φ results from φ by interchanging the instances of # and ≈x, the latter directly following the former in the head-label of φ (cf. Fig. 7 ).
(sc -SMC,-AIC ) The function scramble / / /− − −, , ,− − −/ / / maps partially from Exp(Feat) into the class P fin (Exp(Feat)). A φ ∈ Exp(Feat) is in Dom(scramble / / /− − −, , ,− − −/ / / ) if for some x ∈ Base and α, α ∈ Feat * , (sc.i) and (sc.ii) are true:
(sc.i) the head-label of φ is α#xα (i.e. φ has category x), and (sc.ii) there is some χ ∈ MaxProj(φ) with head-label β#∼xβ for some β, β ∈ Feat * (i.e. there is some χ ∈ MaxProj(φ) displaying ∼x).
Then, scramble / / /− − −, , ,− − −/ / / (φ) = [ > χ , φ ] χ ∈ MaxProj(φ) with head-label β#∼xβ for some β, β ∈ Feat * , where φ ∈ Exp(Feat) is identical to φ except for the fact that the subtree χ is replaced by a single node labeled ε. χ ∈ Exp(Feat) arises from χ by interchanging the instance of # and the instance of ∼x immediately to its right within the head-label of χ (cf. Fig. 8 ). 
